(1) S is a right group.
(2) S is right simple and contains an idempotent. In trying to generalize the preceding work to right group images, it would seem natural to replace condition (iv) of (2.2) by the property that N be only a right neat subset of 5. But since N would be reflexive by condition (ii) of (2.2), then N would also be left neat and hence a neat subset of S.
The following theorem develops the sought for characterizations of a RGC on a semigroup S, and gives some results on the inherent structure of S. A RGC will now be classified as being trivial if it is a group congruence or if it is a right zero congruence.
Theorem 2.5. The following conditions on a semigroup S are equivalent.
(A) There exists a nontrivial right group congruence on S.
(B) S is a disjoint union of two or more left ideals, and contains a proper neat normal subsemigroup.
(C) There exists a nontrivial group congruence p on S and a nontrivial right zero congruence n on S.
Proof. (A) implies (B)
. Assume p is a nontrivial RGC on S and that S/p^G x E where G is a group and F is aright zero semigroup.
Note that E ^ Eç/ . For each e in F, define L to be the preimage of G x iei, and define K to be the kernel of p, i.e., the union of all the p-classes meeting (D) S/oK^L /o~KnL for each e in E.
Proof. Following the notation of Theorem 2.5, K is the preimage of I 1G1 x E, and for each e in F, the premiage of G x lei is a left ideal of S.
(A). If apb, then ap^ = (g, e) = bp* for some (g, e) in G x E.
There exists an x in S such that xp* = (g , e), and therefore xap^ = (g~ ,e) • (g, e) = (lG, e) and similarly xbff1 = (lG, e), i.e., xa, xb £ K and (B) // S has a minimum neat normal subsemigroup K, in the sense that K is contained in every other neat normal subsemigroup, then S has a (unique) maximum right group homomorph.
Proof. For i in I let o. denote the RGC a" , and for 7 in /, let 77. (i) xey = xy Vx, y € S and Ve £ E.
(ii) Sa is a minimal left ideal V'a £ S.
(iii) S is the disjoint union of its minimal left ideals.
(iv) «77 = Sa V« e S, where n is the MRZC on S.
Proof. For (i), xey = xx xeyy y since S is regular. Since F is a rectangular band, x xeyy = x xyy . Thus xey = xx xyy y = xy.
Next suppose that L is a left ideal of S contained in some Sa. For x £ L, there exists s £ S such that x = sa. By (i), a = aa a= aa s sa, and it follows that a = aa s x, i.e., a £ Sx. Thus Sa C L and L = Sa, establishing
(ii).
Since a £ Sa for each a £ S, and since minimal left ideals are disjoint, then (iii) follows from (ii). (1) p is the minimum right group congruence on S.
(2) p = \(a, b) £ S x S: ea = eb for all e £ E\. 
